
Table Worker and Scorekeeper Responsibilities 

• Individual event tournament score keepers are employed by RMN. 

• Dual team score keepers are there to help with the Dual. 

1. Individual tournament score keepers are employed by RMN and not their teams. 

2. DO NOT USE YOUR PHONE WHILE KEEPING SCORE.. 

3. DO NOT CHARGE YOUR PHONE OR TABLET FROM THE OUTLETS AT THE TABLE. 

4. Your primary responsibility is to keep score for the official and the match. 

5. Missing wrestler(s) must report by the end of next match OR after a minimum of 3 

announcements. 

6. If a wrestler fails to report after 3 announcements, only the Head Official or Head Table can 

declare that the other wrestler wins by forfeit. 

7. If a coach is not present, call for him via CHAT; if there will be a long wait, keep the wrestlers 

on deck at matside and begin the next match. 

8. If wrestling is terminated before 3 periods are wrestled, record the result as: 

 DECISION: 1-8 pt. score differential; MAJOR DECISION: 9-14 pt. winning margin; 

TECHNICAL FALL: 15+ pt. difference – alert official who will indicate when to stop 

match; FALL: pin (total match time); DEFAULT – injury; DISQUALIFICATION – rules 

violation (if a wrestler is injured illegally and cannot continue, s/he is the winner). 

9. Verify the score with the referee at the end of each period. Make sure the w inner confirms 

his/her name prior to recording the match result and BEFORE you call for the next wrestlers. 

10. If a coach protest cannot be resolved with the official, call for the Head Official via CHAT. 

Do NOT continue with the match or begin another match. Make sure both coaches and 

competitors remain on the mat. 

11. If the Head Official asks for a video review, move away from the table and assist in keeping 

onlookers from hovering over the computer replay. 

12. Once a match is concluded and either or both wrestlers have left the wrestling area, all 

results are final. 


